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Prisons are places of power and resistance. This article is based on original research 

material derived from Arabic, English, and Hebrew sources, including interviews with 

menstruating prisoners from Palestine, Northern Ireland, England, and the United 

States. I document and translate stories, including those of minors who had their first 

periods behind bars. I then show how several global prison structures fail to provide 

minimum support, from offering adequate sanitary products to accessing toilets and 

showers. I also ask what the menstruating body—and its treatment by prison guards 

and by prisoners—enables us to understand about the gendered realities of detention, 

and about the possibilities of resistance to those realities. The article argues that 

masculinization by the prison authorities through mechanisms of shaming and 

embarrassing of prisoners on periods is a crucial component of gendered control over 

bodies and spirits in detention. I examine the prison journey from interrogation rooms, 

court spaces, and prison cells, to the use of prison vehicles to transport prisoners 

between prisons and to/from courts, and “health care” spaces. I have structured the 

article around this spatialization to emphasize how gendered control goes beyond one 

space, and how all spaces illuminate different aspects of gendered control and 

masculinization. A key contribution in this article can be put as follows: while prisons 

use menstruation to consolidate gendered control over prisoners’ bodies, prisoners 

use those same bodies to resist such control not only of the prison authorities in 

question but also of detention more broadly. I conclude by making a case for prison 

abolition, paying particular attention to the nuances of prisons in settings of ongoing 

coloniality and authoritarianism. 
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